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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING AND ANALYZING 
YOUR FARM PASTURE PROGRAM 
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Donald F. Burzlaff, Asst. Extension Agronomist 
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This material has been prepared for county agents and farmers 
workingwith the F a rm and Home Development Program in Nebraska, 
but it can be used by any farmer to inventory and analyze his pasture 
program. 
Within the state of Nebra ska there is a wide variation in the pro-
duction of fora ge crops, because of differences in soils, climate and 
management. Therefore, the state has been divided into four areas 
and pasture b a lances have been prepared for each of these areas (see 
map below) , 
JI 
I Panhandle and southwestern Nebraska, II north central Nebraska, 
III South central Nebraska, IV eastern Nebraska. 
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In order to plan your pasture program you 
will have to know the carrying capacity of 
your available pasture. This is expressed 
in this chart in terms of Animal- Unit-
Months (A UM). An A UM is the amount of 
forage required to pasture a mature animal 
for 30 days. You also need to know the 
number of A UM of pasture your livestock 
will need. 
To compute the carrying capacity of your 
pasture: 
1. Enter the number of acres that you 
have in different pastures under 
"Acres" (first column). 
2. Multiplythis figure by the carrying 
capacity "Per acre" (left-hand col-
umn under each month) and insert 
the product under "Tota~'(right-hand 
column under each month). 
3. Add the "Total" carrying capacity 
columns, and the last line in the top 
part ofthe chart will give the ''Total 
A UM pasture available." 
To compute the A UM of pasture your live-
:!tock needs: 
1. Enter the number of livestock that 
you have under ''No. •• 
2. Multiplythe number of livestock by 
the ''AU factor" (first column), and 
insert product under ''AU. 11 
3. The last line will give ;you the ''Total 
A UM pasture needed' • 
You will find the surplus. or shortage of 
pasture forage for each month by comparing 
the ''Total pasture needed'' with "Total 
Pasture available." 
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The blacked-out areas in the chart indicate th 
l PANHANDLE AND SOUTHWESTERN NEBRASKA 
CARRYING CAPACITY OF YOUR PASTURE 
A.U.M. OF PASTURE YOUR LIVESTOCK NEEDS 
NO. A.U. NO. A.U. NO. A.U. NO. A.U NO. A.U. No. A.U. NO. A.U. No. A.U. 
II 
that grazing should be deferred, 
Completion of the pasture balance will yield the following inform-
ation which can be used as the basis of planning the grazing program 
on any given farm: 
1. The total number of animal-unit-months of grazing that the 
pastures will provide during the grazing season. 
2. The total number of animal-unit-months of pasture that will 
be required by the livestock. (Based on estimated numbers 
of livestock to be carried on the unit.) 
3. The sur p l u s or shortage of pasture forage for the year in 
terms of animal-unit-months of grazing. (This is obtained by 
comparing the pasture available with the pasture needed.) 
Once this information has been determined the pasture program can 
be planned to provide additional pasture in months when there is a 
deficiency of forage. Likewise, plans to harvest excess forage can 
be formulated for months when there is a surplus. 
